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ABSTRACT

There has been an increasing interest in building cloud-native

databases that decouple computation and storage for elasticity.

A cloud-native database often adopts a cloud storage underneath

its storage engine, leveraging another layer of virtualization and

providing a high-performance and elastic storage service without

exposing complex storage details. It helps reduce the maintenance

cost and expedite development cycles for the database kernels. We

have observed that there are significant differences between the

local and the cloud storage that invalid many designs inside exist-

ing databases when they are ported to the cloud storage. In this

paper, we analyze the challenges and opportunities of both B-tree

and LSM-tree-based storage engines when they are deployed on a

cloud storage. We propose an optimization framework that guides

database developers to transform on-premise databases into their

cloud-native counterparts. We use a B+-tree-based InnoDB as a

demonstration vehicle where we have implemented a suite of opti-

mizations using the proposed framework and extend such efforts

to the LSM-tree-based RocksDB. On both engines, our evaluations

show significant performance improvements on the cloud storage.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud storage has become the de facto choice to build a cloud-native

database. A cloud storage is an elastic and distributed block-based

storage which can serve as a shared-everything storage layer for

multiple database (computational) instances, providing QoS (Qual-

ity of Service) guarantees, large capacities, elasticity, and pay-as-

you-go pricing models. For most cloud providers and cloud users,

having a cloud storage service is a much more appealing choice

than building and maintaining bare metal SSD clusters. Thus, in-

stead of building and optimizing a dedicated storage service for

a cloud-native database or optimizing on-premise databases on
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Figure 1: On-premise database v.s. cloud-native database

local SSDs, harnessing existing cloud storage services for building

a cloud-native database is a popular and viable choice. Moreover,

as cloud storage services have been nearly standardized across var-

ious clouds, engineering efforts made based on one cloud service

provider could potentially be transferred to others, making it easier

to offer a universal cloud-native database service with the same

level of QoS on multiple clouds to avoid vendor lock-in.

Figure 1 compares the architecture of an on-premise database on

local SSDs with a cloud-native database using a cloud storage. The

cloud storage supports multiple database nodes with a distributed

but shared storage tier. Amazon Aurora [34, 35] pioneers such

migration towards cloud-native databases from on-premise ones.

It decouples the database into a storage tier and a computation

(i.e., query and transaction processing) tier, and can scale each

tier independently. It further customizes the storage tier to allow

redo logs to be applied on data pages, so that data pages no longer

have to be transferred between the two tiers. Although this design

eliminates the heavy network overhead from transferring data

pages, it comes with a non-standard storage service in the cloud that

could only be used by Aurora’s computation tier (i.e., a customized

MySQL kernel). This hinders its storage service from becoming a

universal and optimized one for other cloud-native databases to

achieve a necessary level of performance and QoS.

In this paper, we propose CloudJump, a framework that we

derive from our experiences in optimizing an industrial database

storage engine, InnoDB, as a standardized cloud storage service, and

extend to general cases including both B-tree and LSM-tree-based

storage engines. To this end, we analyze the differences between

cloud storage and local SSD storage in terms of bandwidth, latency,

elasticity, capacities, and their impacts on the designs of a database.

We identify the following technical challenges: (1) high I/O la-

tency in accessing the cloud storage service caused by its remote

and distributed storage cluster, (2) the often underutilized aggre-

gated I/O bandwidth, (3) conventional designs that work well on

a single machine with its local storage but need to be adapted for
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the cloud storage, for example, page caches, and (4) low isolations

among various database I/O operations (e.g., flushing of massive

logs contends with page read I/Os). On top of this I/O landscape in

the cloud, the very large tables (e.g., tens of TB) that users are en-

couraged to use instead of sharding, taking advantage of the cloud

storage, amplifies these challenges. For example, the underutilized

aggregated I/O bandwidth and I/O contentions can have severe

negative impacts on a long-range query performed on a very large

table, causing it to violate performance QoS guarantees.

To address these challenges, CloudJump introduces a suite of

design considerations and optimizations, including thread-level

parallelism, task-level parallelism, prefetching, fine-grained locking

/ lock-free structure, scattering access among distributed nodes,

bypassing caches and scheduling prioritized I/O tasks. For each

optimization, we have applied it to two storage engines: B-tree-

based InnoDB and LSM-tree-based RocksDB [13, 14], and illustrate

and analyze how it performs on cloud-native databases with a

general and standard cloud storage service. Note that the B-tree

and LSM-tree families represent the most popular database systems

that are eithermoving towards or already available as a cloud-native

service, such as Aurora, PolarDB, TiDB, ClickHouse, etc.

Our implementation of CloudJump has been running online in

more than 15,000 database clusters consisting of more than 45,000

database nodes in Alibaba Cloud since 2019. In this paper, we evalu-

ate CloudJump on top of InnoDB and RocksDB respectively in two

case studies. Results show that CloudJump has achieved significant

performance improvements on cloud storage, compared with the

baseline design optimized for local SSDs.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

(1) We have studied the performance characteristics of a typical

cloud storage, and compared it with local SSDs that most database

storage engines are designed and optimized for. These efforts lead

to a systematic summary of the challenges of moving a database

towards cloud storage (for building a cloud-native database), the

design knobs that developers need to revisit, and the underlying

problems that must be addressed in both update-in-place B-tree

and append-only LSM-tree-based storage engines.

(2) We have proposed a framework CloudJump with detailed design

considerations and optimizations to address the challenges posed

by a cloud storage, and implemented the framework in InnoDB

(B-tree based), as a demonstration vehicle, and extended it to

RocksDB (LSM-tree based). For each system, we provide a dedi-

cated case study to analyze the gains and costs with evaluations.

(3) CloudJump and its implementation on InnoDB has been running

online since 2019. It now serves more than 15,000 database clus-

ters with stable performance and a high level of QoS. We have

discussed ways to extend CloudJump to more databases that are

migrating to use a cloud storage.

This paper is organized as follows. We introduce characteristics

of the cloud storage and their impacts on both B-tree and LSM-tree

based databases in Section 2. Then, we introduce our design consid-

eartions and optimizations in Section 3 and its implementations on

InnoDB and RocksDB in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively, with

evaluations. We discuss extensions of CloudJump to more databases

in Section 6, the related work in 7, and conclude in Section 8.

Table 1: Specifications of cloud block storages.

Network Volume1 Bandwidth1 IOPS1 Latency2

SSD P3700 × 2 TB 1.9 GB/s 100K 31 / 6 us

Storage X TCP/IP 2 / 64 TB 1.0 / 4 GB/s 64.8K/256K 868 / 194 us

ESSD RDMA 2 / 32 TB 1.2 / 4 GB/s 100K/1000K 287 / 113 us

PolarStore RDMA 2 / 100 TB 2.4 / 4 GB/s 190K/1000K 229 / 88 us

1 List purchased / maximum specifications per volume for cloud storage.
2 For 16 KB writes tested @ 80% BW, steady state.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Cloud Storage

We refer to cloud storage as an elastic and distributed block-based

storage that is able to serve as a shared-everything storage tier

for multiple database (a.k.a. computation) nodes. Table 1 lists the

specifications of selected block-based storage in the cloud, including

Amazon Elastic Block Store [3], Alibaba Cloud Enhanced SSDs [2]

and other distributed shared storages [8, 11]. Such cloud storage

has been the backbone for many mission-critical and cloud-native

databases such as AWS Aurora and Alibaba PolarDB. Other types

of storage services in the cloud, e.g., object-based storage, are left

out of the scope of this paper.

In Figure 1, we compare the typical architectures of an on-

premise database on the left and a cloud-native database on the

right. The on-premise database usually uses local disks, e.g., SSDs,

where all its data are stored locally and easily cached in the main

memory for fast access. In this architecture, the computation and

storage capacity of a database is tightly bounded together as local

resources (e.g., CPUs, SSDs) and can not be easily scaled to match

dynamic workloads. To address these limitations, a cloud-native

database built on cloud storage can scatter its computation and

storage among multiple nodes. The cloud storage service manages

the addition or removal of nodes and workload balancing elastically

in a way that is transparent to databases and users.

While the cloud-native architecture achieves elasticity and al-

lows on-demand usages, there are several technical challenges

buried in the underlying architecture. Table 2 summarizes such

challenges as well as their impacts on the design of databases. La-

tency and bandwidth differences are the first two major challenges.

This is due to accessing a remote node via the network takes a longer

time. And, a cluster of nodes offers higher total bandwidth in an

aggregated fashion. Database designs optimized for local disks are

neither sufficient to address the prolonged latency nor efficient at

utilizing (or saturating) the high aggregated bandwidth. Moreover,

there are other challenges caused by the distributed architecture

nature of a cloud storage. Firstly, there is an expensive overhead

caused by maintaining consistent caches or buffers for all database

nodes. Secondly, I/O stragglers in a cluster may cause the database

to respond to queries with unacceptable latencies. To address it, we

highlight the importance of isolating I/O tasks and scheduling I/Os

accordingly. In Figure 2 and 3, we offer a glimpse of the differences

between the local SSDs and the cloud storage. In section 2.2, we

introduce the impacts of these challenges on the database design.
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Table 2: Challenges of utilizing the cloud storage, their impacts on the design knobs of databases and our design considerations.

Challenges Design knobs
Problems

Design Considerations
Update-in-place Append-only

Local accesses v.s.

remote accesses

Write-ahead log Slow serial logging Thread-level parallelism

Log replay
Applying logs to

multiple pages

Bulk writing and flushes

of memtables
Task-level parallelism

Data read
Loading dependent

remote pages
Read amplifications Prefetching

Synchronization
Blocking writes while

updating pages
Compactions with amplified

writes and low I/O utilization

Fine-grained locking and

lock-free data structures

Local bandwidth v.s.

aggregated bandwidth

Data write Low bandwidth utilized

accessing a single page

Scattered accesses among

distributed noesData read Slow and amplified reads

Consistency among

multiple database nodes

Data cache

and buffer

With cache: high consistency overhead,

Without cache: amplified I/O with no buffers
Bypassing a centralized cache

I/O isolation I/O scheduling
Concurrent and extensive log and

data I/Os cause unpredictable performance

Differentiating prioritized

I/O tasks
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Figure 2: Single-file write performance of local and dis-

tributed storages (both steady state).

Figure 2 reports the average latency and bandwidth measured

while a single database node accesses a single database file on local

SSDs or on a cloud storage with and without scattering the I/O,

respectively. The cloud storage has higher latencies (up to 3.3x in

the worst case) and throughput (up to 3.8x in the base case) than

local SSDs in general. With multiple threads scattering their I/Os

across multiple nodes, the latencies observed only suffer from a

marginal slowdown compared with local SSDs. Bandwidth-wise,

scattering I/Os pays back nicely. With few threads doing the job

(e.g., 1 or 2), the largest latency slowdown and the lowest bandwidth

improvement happen at the same time, forming the worst case. This

shows that it is very likely to achieve a higher level of performance

on the cloud storage with necessary optimizations on the level of

concurrency, compared with local SSDs.

In Figure 3, we have done a simple experiment mixing a constant

level of insert queries with a single batch of flushing dirty pages,

at around 20 seconds into the experiment, on the cloud storage.

The flushing I/O almost immediately consumed 80% of the total

bandwidth, leaving the rest for insert queries to compete for and

raising the latency of which by 311%.

Figure 3: Influence of I/O isolation.

2.2 Update-in-place and append-only storage
engines

Update-in-place and append-only are two major methods for up-

dating a record or an entry in a data structure. The former usually

guarantees that the position of a record can be deterministically

determined by the primary key itself. All updates and deletes on

records happen in place. The latter treats the data store as a log-like

structure, at the tail of which new records or changes to existing

ones are appended. To retrieve a record, its łbasež has to be merged

with all its deltas to form its latest and complete version. This design

reduces the write complexity at the cost of that of reads. Usually,

asynchronous compaction has to be called periodically to merge

pieces of the same record to bound the worst lookup performance

and storage cost.

B-tree and LSM-tree, including their variants, are two popular

designs that implement these update-in-place and append-only

methods, respectively. They are the backbone for many crucial data

structures (e.g., indexes, KV stores) in many modern databases (e.g.,

MySQL, RocksDB, ClickHouse) [4, 9, 14, 18, 29]. In MySQL’s default

storage engine, InnoDB, each table has a clustered index, in which

the primary keys of this table are stored in a B+ tree (a variant

of B-tree) with all attributes stored in the leaf. And, both leaf and

non-leaf nodes are sorted in pages. In RocksDB, a LSM-tree-based

storage engine, each table has in-memory memtables for all recent

changes and an on-disk tiered storage for the łbasež of existing data.
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Memtables are flushed to the disk and merged with all those tiers

over time. Both systems share a similar process for recoveries, in

which redo or undo actions are derived from durable WALs (write

ahead logging) and replayed.

In a B-tree, the target data page has to be retrieved synchronously

for updates, and inserts, which may block other simultaneous op-

erations to avoid conflicts. While looking up a key, we only know

which page to load from the storage after looking up the key in

the current page. Such data and logical dependencies expose the

access latency in the query response time. And, because records

that are adjacent logically are stored together physically in the

update-in-place method, queries and transactions tend to have a

strong spatial locality.

The LSM-tree [13, 14] removes the synchronization overhead as

in the update-in-place method but introduces new issues such as

extensive flushes of data (memtables) from the main memory to

disks, frequent and heavy compactions, and amplifications for reads

and writes. These operations suffer from the prolonged latencies in

the cloud storage.

To build a database storage engine using these two data struc-

tures, there are some common components added to the system,

the designs of which also need to be revisited when using a cloud

storage. The write-ahead logging (WAL) mechanism [27], storing

changes into the durable storage for recovery purposes, incorpo-

rates the long latency into the critical path of transaction processing.

Building a cache among those distributed nodes in the cloud stor-

age suffers from the consistency overhead that grows with more

nodes added to the cluster. Without caches, more accesses have to

go remote, compared with a database on local SSDs. There is also

a strong requirement to differentiate logs and data for predictable

performance, as shown in Figure 3.

Table 2 summarizes these impacts on the design of databases. To

each impact and challenge, we have listed our design considerations

and optimizations in CloudJump.

3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, we introduce our design considerations as well as

the rationale leading to them for the challenges and problems listed

in Table 2. For each consideration, we introduce its implementation

details in the two case studies presented in Section 4 and 5.

3.1 Thread-level Parallelism

Write-ahead logs (or other types of database logs) carry the informa-

tion that a database needs to persist before committing a transaction,

so that it knows how to recover its state after a crash or failure.

In single-machine storage engines, e.g., the conventional InnoDB,

changes from multiple small transactions are usually merged to-

gether in a global buffer before they are flushed to the disk, to

achieve higher I/O performance by writing a larger chunk of data

sequentially. Such a global buffer creates a synchronization point

in the log flushing process that hinders the opportunity of applying

thread-level parallelism (TLP).

In CloudJump, we emphasize the importance of partitioning such

global log buffers by page IDs for B-tree-based databases, so that

TLP can be applied at the partition level and sequential writes are

still achieved for each page in the cloud storage. For LSM-tree-based

RocksDB, log buffers can be partitioned by sub-tables (part of a

relational table materialized as an LSM-tree) on which the changes

they carry are supposed to be applied, or their corresponding log

sequence numbers.

For both types of systems, there is very likely a gap between

their own partitioning granularity and the optimal I/O job size for

better latency and throughput. Moreover, these I/O jobs into and

out of the cloud storage need to be aligned with the block sizes to

reduce read/write amplification and avoid the need for padding. To

address this, we have proposed a two-level design of log flushing.

The first level, as introduced above, partitions logs in the main

memory; the second level, the log writer, further tunes the I/O job

size by slicing each log partition (if needed), and aligns I/O writes

with the block size of the cloud storage (with padding if needed

[21]). It further adjusts the number of asynchronous thread workers

that write these slices to the cloud storage, to achieve a reasonably

high level of latency and throughput, as illustrated in Figure 5.

3.2 Task-level Parallelism

In addition to the thread-level parallelism that parallelizes the writ-

ing of WALs, we also introduce task-level parallelism that further

increases the level of concurrency. For example in B-tree-based

InnoDB, the recovery process needs to apply logs to pages from

various tables, causing flushes of dirty pages. All of them need to

be finished before the database can resume its services. The same

applies to LSM-tree-based RocksDB, where logs need to be replayed

for all sub-tables, often resulting in flushes of memtables. By exe-

cuting multiple table-level tasks, the system is able to read from and

write to a larger number of nodes for higher throughput, compared

with only exploiting thread-level parallelism.

3.3 Prefetching

Prefetching techniques can potentially achieve larger performance

gains on the cloud storage compared with those on local SSDs,

because they save larger I/O costs on the cloud storage.With update-

in-place or B-tree in general, once the first page that satisfies the

predicate has been located, its following siblings will be prefetched

to the database nodes with a very high probability because records

are well sorted in such data structures. With append-only or LSM-

tree in general, prefetching also helps when multiple extents (data

blocks) from the storage are retrieved and merged for either range

queries or compactions.

3.4 Fine-grained Locking and Lock-free Data
Structures

The synchronization overheads are amplified by the longer I/O

latencies in the cloud storage. Therefore, there are stronger needs

for fine-grained locking, or even lock-free indexes, that lock data

as little as possible to minimize the chances of contention between

simultaneous operations. This is crucial for update-in-place B-trees

where adding records into the tree may trigger structure modifi-

cation operations (SMOs) that need to add exclusive lock on parts

of the tree. In append-only LSM-trees, there is no such overhead

when appending new records. However, background compactions

do need to lock the inputs before materializing the merged outputs.
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Thus, many LSM-tree optimizations exercise the copy-on-write

techniques that trade memory spaces for higher performance.

3.5 Scattering among Distributed Nodes

While scattering accesses amongmultiple nodes in the cloud storage

could utilize more hardware resources, the opportunities of doing

so are determined by the placement of data in the cloud storage

at the first place. Assuming the cloud storage manages data at a

chunk level, there are at least two strategies for such placement:

Compacted: allocate a new chunk on the same node with the

previous allocation as long as there is sufficient space on that node.

Balanced: allocate a new chunk in the node with the largest free

space. The compacted strategy uses fewer machines for the same

capacity and offers less aggregated bandwidth at the same time.

We have observed that many cloud storage services apply a hybrid

approach combining both of these two strategies: use the compacted

strategy for small-size allocations and use the balanced strategy as

the size of requested spaces increases.

With this in mind, the log write we introduced in Section 3.1

has been designed to be able to flush slices of a single log file

into multiple physical files, in an attempt to trigger more chunk

allocations in the cloud storage and utilize the resources of multiple

nodes for higher bandwidth utilization.

3.6 Bypassing Caches

While caching pages from the cloud storage in the main memory of

database nodes helps reduce remote I/Os for hot data, we have to

add the maintenance of such caches in the transaction processing

pipeline to guarantee that the contents of the caches in each data-

base node is up to date for queries, that is, they are coherent with

the latest database state. Importantly, the overhead for maintaining

cache coherence increases rapidly with the size of these caches and

the number of nodes added into the cluster.

In CloudJump, we argue that bypassing caches to save this over-

head is likely preferable: developers can divert the engineering ef-

forts to other techniques, such as prefetching, and can still achieve

comparable performance. More importantly, such an approach of

bypassing caches allows the database performance to scale nicely

with the size of the database cluster when deployed on the cloud

storage.

3.7 Scheduling Prioritized I/O Tasks

There are four major types of I/O tasks in a database: writing and

reading of logs, writing and reading of data pages. Among these,

writing logs is critical for committing an incoming transaction,

while the logs are only read for replications or recoveries. Regarding

pages, the writing of dirty pages is less critical as its contents

have been made durable in logs; the delay in the writing of data

pages is tolerable, and, in fact, often preferred for performance

considerations. On the other hand, the reading of pages is often

on the critical path of query and transaction processing, and its

performance strongly impacts the overall performance.

From the perspective of keeping the database’s high availability

for OLTP workloads, we argue that the writing of logs should be

prioritized over the rest to avoid transaction stalls. Page reading, on

the other hand, should be carefully tuned for query performance.
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Figure 4: InnoDB Optimizations in PolarDB.

Page flushes can be delayed, and the reading of logs usually only

happens during the replication or recovery, and therefore can be

de-prioritized. To reflect this design consideration, we introduce

in CloudJump an I/O scheduler that isolates different types of I/Os

and schedules them according to their priorities.

4 CASE STUDY: POLARDB

PolarDB incorporates MySQL together with its default B-tree-based

storage engine, InnoDB, as its computation layer, and applied Cloud-

Jump to suit the cloud storage. Figure 4 illustrates our implementa-

tion of CloudJump with respect to their associated components. In

this cloud-native database architecture, the single read-write (RW)

node is differentiated from the rest read-only (RO) nodes. There

are up to 15 RO nodes in total, which can be added to the cluster

elastically according to user workloads. Only the InnoDB in the

RW node is responsible for transaction processing that modifies

the state of the database, on which we apply the optimizations on

the log write path. On both RW and RO nodes, we apply the other

optimizations on the page reads/writes and log reads.

4.1 Accelerating Persisting WAL

4.1.1 Partitioning Global Log Buffer. InnoDB organizes the pro-

cessing of logs at the granularity of mini-transactions (MTRs) for

various benefits in single-machine setups, the processing of which

needs to be optimized for cloud storage. The baseline InnoDB di-

vides a transaction into MTRs and limits the number of pages that

an MTR can exclusively modify to only one. For each MTR, all

its modifications are recorded in its own redo log records. InnoDB

keeps a global log buffer that collects redo log records frommultiple

MTRs and flushes them to the disk for durability. When a transac-

tion is committed, all its log records are appended into the tail of

the global centralized redo log buffer and a Global Log Sequence

Number (GLSN) is assigned to each log record for page version

management.

This design bounds the scale of pages that a transaction exclu-

sively latches during its processing to avoid holding a latch for too
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long. It also reduces small I/Os by merging MTR’s small log buffers

into a global and sequential one. On the cloud storage, however,

such buffer merging hinders the potential of the total bandwidth

that can be achieved by scattering I/Os among multiple nodes. We

choose to partition the global log buffer to allow the application of

the thread-level parallelism that can scatter I/Os out. And, we

choose to partition it by page IDs because a redo log record, when

it is needed, is applied to its target page during recovery.

Figure 5 shows the above process where log records from trans-

actions Tx1’s and Tx2’s MTRs are written to a series of Log Buffers.

Log Buffer𝑖 is the buffer dedicated to page 𝑖 . After partitioning,

there are three main steps: logging, synchronizing, and writing

steps. Firstly in logging, log records are copied into reserved spaces

in a log buffer. Next, we track and update the offsets marking four

different regions in the synchronizing step. Log records with an

LSN smaller than Persisted LSN (PLSN) have persisted. Those be-

tween the PLSN and Buffered LSN (BLSN) for a commit have been

fully collected and buffered, waiting to be persisted. And, those

between BLSN and Reserved LSN (RLSN) are being copied from

incoming log records from MTRs. The rest are unused spaces. We

derive the global persisted LSN (GPLSN), for page version manage-

ment, from PLSNs via a lightweight LinkBuf, which is a concurrent

data structure extensively used in MySQL 8.0 and allows to track

concurrently operations performed out of order [29].

In the final writing step, each log buffer partition is written to the

storage nodes by a parallel log writer asynchronously, which scat-

ters (see 4.1.2) and aligns (see 4.6.1) I/O and then writes log records

up to the corresponding BLSNs. Once the file write is finished, we

update the log states and advance the PLSN for each partition. After

that, an async notifier is used to notify all workers of the updates.

In addition to the above design, we implement the RW-to-RO

replication of redo logs via the RDMA network, so that scattered

redo logs in the cluster do not slow down ROs trying to catch up

with the RW. We also enable users to configure various consistency

levels to trade RO’s real-time visibility for performance.

4.1.2 Parallel Log Writer. Figure 6 shows the design of the parallel

log writer, which further splits each log buffer into multiple slices,

assigns one worker thread to each slice, and issues asynchronous

I/O tasks from these threads concurrently to flush log records to

logs files in the cloud storage. In the cloud storage, a file consists of

multiple chunks, which may very likely locate in various storage

Scattered Log File (Located in different storage nodes)

S2S1 S3 S4

Log Buffer Partition

S1 S2 S3 S4

Async log
I/O task

Async log
I/O task

Async log
I/O task

Async log
I/O task

Log writer

Async 
notifier

All done

Figure 6: Behavior of parallel log writer.

nodes, according to the allocation strategy for chunks. With this

layer of log writers, we are able to split a large I/O task that may

be a straggler into multiple slices, for large I/O tasks (e.g., group

commit, BLOB update), and reduce the makespan by executing

multiple asynchronous I/O tasks at the thread level concurrently.

4.2 Fast Recovery

There are two common scenarios involving log replaying in InnoDB:

the crash recovery and the log applying in a RO node of PolarDB. In

the traditional InnoDB recovery process, all files are first opened and

read for meta-information (e.g., file names, table ids, page ids) and

validated for correctness during startup. Then, the uncheckpointed

data are recovered via the ARIES-style algorithm [28].

Instead of scanning all files, we record and centralize the neces-

sary meta-information during the lifecycle of databases. At the vali-

dating stage, it spends a larger time accessing the remote distributed

files when executing the scanning task. To solve this problem, we

collectively record necessary meta-information in a superblock (e.g.,

the first block of a data chunk in the storage node) when creating

table files. Note that the superblock is updated when certain meta

information is updated, which is low-frequency. Moreover, all nec-

essary metadata for different files is also centrally backed up in one

global superblock. When validating, the checker uses the metadata

in the superblock instead of getting them from all files. Therefore,

instant scanning and validating can be realized with the reduced

I/O overhead.

As is shown in Figure 7, the redo log file is divided into multiple

partitions as introduced in Seciton 4.1.1, multiple recovery worker

threads scan and parse the log records greater than the checkpoint

GLSN within one partition. However, the record is always located

through the local LSN in its partition. To achieve fast seeking,

we record the GLSN mapping information in the block header of

the log file. The survived transactions are detected and their redo

contents in each partition are saved to the recovery cache (a hash

table), it mainly contains two parts: the location information and

the specific redo records. Finally, we can identify affected tables and

record the involving dirty pages for each partition, and accordingly

redo the updates. The incomplete transactions are rolled back in

the background by parsing the log records into a separate undo list,

and then undoing the updates.

During the recovery, the dependencies and constraints among

different partitions need to be considered, i.e., if a transaction is

completed, all its redos should be recovered. If one transaction

modifies multiple pages, the modifications should be atomic. To

synchronize this, we put all the file operation and logic-related redo

records into partition 0, and generate corresponding constraint
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Figure 7: Overview of parallel recovery.

GLSNs to limit the advance of each worker’s recovery and guar-

antee the correctness. The recovery of partition 0 is taken charge

of by a coordinator as shown in Figure 7. The coordinator finds all

the synchronization points during parsing, and then notifies other

workers. All partitions add their maximum consecutive GLSN of

scanned redo records into a LinkBuf. Then the coordinator advances

the LinkBuf and gets the maximum recoverable GLSN. Until the

recoverable GLSN achieves the constraint GLSN, all workers can

go on to recover the redo records that have larger LSN than the

constraint GLSN.

4.3 Prefetching

In databases, prefetching is widely used to improve cache perfor-

mance or reduce long access latencies [40]. We apply prefetching in

PolarDB in addition to traditional read-ahead algorithms in InnoDB.

For a primary index scan, InnoDB performs the prefetch in a

logical order (based on the sequence of B-tree leaf nodes), which

usually outperforms the physical order (based on the sequence of

data in physical files) due to the unordered inserts and updates. For

a secondary index scan on non-indexed columns, the worker thread

should also look up the primary index for uncovered data. Then,

single random data accesses occur with serial long I/Os. In this

case, we collect relevant keys in batches when scanning. Keys in a

finished batch are accumulated and arranged to the primary index

order. Meanwhile, an asynchronous prefetching thread is used to

retrieve the corresponding data from the primary index, while the

remaining scan is still ongoing.

When performing an index search for updates, we selectively

prefetch the logical and physical neighbours in the targeted leaf

node’s linked list. Due to localities, pages that are frequently queried

may also experience frequent structure modification operations

(SMOs). In the space cleaner task, if an index page falls below the

merge threshold when a row is deleted or an update operation

shortens a row, the next page will be needed for page merging. By

prefetching the neighbouring page, modifications to the related

structure are accelerated.

4.4 Fine-grained Locking

The high I/O latency would cause a longer blocked time for other

threads acquiring the same resources. In this section, we introduce

the following two representative cases.

to split

1 2 3Other read 

operation 

new node

Latched Node Non-Latched Node

Figure 8: Lock-optimized B-tree Index.

4.4.1 Shadow page. To avoid an operation holding an index’s ex-

clusive lock for too long, and blocking other operations, we use

shadow pages. In the baseline InnoDB, the thread holds the lock

during the entire I/O request. With the shadow page, when the I/O

is initiated, we first lock the page in shared exclusive mode and

then copy a shadow page of the current page version in the memory

Immediately, the lock of this page is released once the shadow page

copy is finished. After that, the background I/O thread only writes

the copied page into the cloud storage, while the original page can

be read and updated. The lock holding time does not last for the

entire I/O period but only for one memory copy operation. The time

to hold the page’s shared exclusive lock is significantly reduced,

thereby improving the operation concurrency.

4.4.2 Index optimization. We apply the fine-grained latching policy

motivated by the B-link tree [23], as shown in Figure 8 to address the

following issue. When doing the structure modification operation

(SMO) on the B-tree index, the parent node holds a write latch

and then all other threads accessing it and its sibling nodes will

be blocked. In addition, in the baseline InnoDB, a high-level index

latch is used for consistency, which does not allow the concurrent

SMOs and brings lower concurrency.

Instead of adding latches for all searched nodes along the way

for SMO operations, we allow that only two latches of nodes are

owned with the latch coupling method, i.e., the parent node latch

is only released when the latch was acquired successfully. Besides,

the high-level index latch is removed, and multiple SMOs are also

allowed with the following latching policy.

Generally, when a leaf node overflows, there are at least three

nodes that should be updated: the splitting node that overflows, its

parent node, and the newly created node. To avoid the deadlocks,

we propose three locking rules for concurrency control: (1) The

locking is only allowed from top to bottom and left to right; (2)

Similar to the B-link tree, each non-leaf node also has a pointer

to its right neighbour, and the SMO operation is divided into two

steps, the first step is to create the new node and migrate data

from the splitting node to it (❶ → ❷ in Figure). Note that only the

splitting node and the newly created node hold the exclusive latches,

remaining the parent node free. At this time, other read operations

are allowed, but must first compare the splitting key with its high

fence and proceed to read the new right neighbour, if the searched

key is higher than the fence key, the procedure as shown in ❷ of

Figure 8. After that, the latches are released but the two nodes are

marked as the intermediate status since the newly created node

is not yet referenced by the parent. The second step is to make a

root-to-node traversal to lock the parent node and update it (❷ →
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❸) since the locking order is required as mentioned before. (3) For

other threads accessing the nodes with the intermediate status, they

need to release their held locks and wait until the SMO operation

has been completed, and then restart a root-to-leaf traversal.

4.5 Multiple I/O Queues and Scheduler

4.5.1 Multiple I/O Queues. In PolarDB, we establish multiple con-

current producer-consumer queues for async I/O, as shown in Fig-

ure 9, and the length of each queue can be sufficiently expanded.

In this way, the overhead of heavy page flushing is amortized for

both producers and consumers, and long queues can reduce the

impact of network latency fluctuation. Besides, through this model,

we can perceive different I/O types and schedule accordingly

4.5.2 I/O Scheduler. Cloud storage cannot distinguish whether

the I/O request is data I/O or log I/O, or others, thus the storage

layer treats all I/Os in a unified manner. The concern is that the

non-critical I/Os may negatively delay the critical I/Os. We handle

this problem by perceiving (labeling) and scheduling I/Os in the

database layer shown in Figure 9.

Here, we take an example in which there exists log I/Os and

data I/Os. As mentioned in 4.5.1, we adopt the asynchronous I/O

model to handle the I/O requests from the worker threads, e.g., log

writer and dirty data flusher. Each queue is labelled as the private

queue for log or the priority queue, and the total queue number

is controlled based on the I/O capacity of storage. There is also

a general queue shown in Figure 9 that treats requests equally.In

each queue, an atomic variable is used to check the total existence

of I/Os. When the I/O usage (tracked by existing task number) is

low, log I/O requests are all sent to its private queues, and data I/O

requests are sent to the priority queue. As the usage increases, log

I/O requests are also sent to the priority queue evenly. Data I/Os

can not invade the priority queue, since it is less critical but needs

long-term high throughput. It can enter and executed in the priority

queue only when there are no log I/O requests. Therefore, the redo

log I/Os are prioritized over the data I/Os by setting round-robin

priority with high reserved priority. In this way, a certain number

of I/O resources are reserved and prioritized to serve the log writing.

With increasing memory and network, the system can dynamically

adjust the dirty data ratio in an extensive range, and the spikes are

further flattened.

4.6 Aligned I/O

4.6.1 Aligned Log I/O. For both local SSDs and the cloud storage,

the file is read/written with a fixed-size block. If the length or

offset is not aligned to the block size, there may be more read-

on-write or logical-to-physical mapping, especially without page

cache. Usually, the cloud storage has a larger desired block size

of a supposed single I/O (e.g., 4-128 KB for PolarFS) than a local

file system [7, 21, 31]. The origin redo log aligning strategy is no

longer suitable for the stripe boundary in the cloud storage and

even degrades I/O performance. On the cloud storage, during the

procedure of committing log data into log buffers, we align both

length and offset to the minimum desirable size. Before writing to

cloud storage, a suitable block size is also selected based on the

contents of the buffer and the desirable size of the cloud storage.

After that, all log I/Os are aligned in the user space with optimal

sizes and offsets, avoiding the aforementioned negative issues.

4.6.2 Aligned Data I/O. Generally, there are two types of data

pages: the regular data page that can be aligned to the flush page size

easily, and the small compressed page that can cause the unaligned

offsets of following I/Os. In either case, we should align both regular

and compressed page I/Os. Taking the small compressed page of

MySQL as the example, and assuming that the flush page size is 4

KB and the current file offset is 3 KB, If the next I/O is 1 KB, we

start writing from 3 KB and end at 4 KB; if the next I/O is 16 KB,

we hole the first 3-4 KB, and start writing from 4 KB and end at 20

KB. Then, all data I/Os are aligned expectantly.

Removing Data I/O Merging: In Vanilla MySQL, the page I/O will

be merged to form a large I/O request for serial sequential writing.

In cloud storage, the concurrent writing into different storage nodes

shows superiority, so the merge operation can be removed when

the page I/O size is set to the flush page size of cloud storage.

4.7 Experiments and Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate: (1) how does PolarDB, with its

InnoDB storage engines inside optimized by our implementations

of CloudJump, compare with the open-source and baseline MySQL

(version 8.0) deployed on local SSDs and the same cloud storage as

used by PolarDB, (2) how does the same PolarDB compare with the

AWS Aurora sitting on its own cloud storage in the AWS, (3) how

does each individual optimization we have implemented contribute

to the overall performance and (4) how does PolarDB compare with

MySQL on various types of the cloud storage.

4.7.1 Experiment Setup. Local experiments are executed on ma-

chines with 32 cores featuring Intel Xeon E5-2682 v4 CPU and

504 GB of memory (DDR4 2666 MHz) with the specifications of

P3700 SSDs listed in Table 1. All database instances we compare

are configured to run on the same number of CPUs (i.e., 32) and

main-memory buffer capacity (i.e., 256GB). The MySQL (local) and

MySQL (PolarStore) we refer to are a single stand-alone instance

on local SSDs with no replicas and a single MySQL instance on

the PolarFS cloud storage, respectively. The PolarDB we use is a

single-RW cluster with no ROs, running on the PolareStore, as the

evaluation of ROs’ elasticity is out of the scope of this paper.

We also evaluate MySQL and PolarDB, both using a single node,

on various types of cloud storage: Storage X (a popular block-based
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storage service from another commercial public cloud), Alibaba

Enhanced SSD (ESSD), and PolarStore with PolarFS. Table 1 outlines

the specifications of these storages.

Benchmarks.We use two benchmarks: the SysBench [22] with

read-only, write-only, read-write, and update-non-index workloads,

and TPC-C. With SysBench, we generate two workloads: a CPU-

bound workload, consisting of 50 2-GB tables (100 GB in total)

and a IO-bound workload, consisting of 12 100-GB tables (1.2 TB

in total). With TPC-C, we generate two workloads with 100 and

1,000 warehouses, respectively. All SysBench and TPC-C results are

reported with the unit of queries per second (QPS) and transactions

per minute (tpmC), respectively.

4.7.2 Evaluating Total Performance. 1) Overall throughput. Fig-

ure 10 shows the overall throughput with the two benchmarks.

PolarDB outperforms all the others in all cases. MySQL (Polar-

Store), as a baseline for PolarDB with no proposed optimizations,

performs the worst in all cases, despite the usage of the cloud

storage. PolarDB generally achieves higher speedups in scenarios

with more writes that lead to the flushing of WALs to the storage

Table 3: Read replica lag (millisecond).

Writes/sec PolarDB MySQL

5,000 0.85 5𝐸4

10,000 1.03 2.0𝐸5

100,000 3.27 5.8𝐸5

200,000 4.92 ×

and structure modification operations (SMOs) with locking over-

head that we have addressed in CloudJump, compared with other

cases. And, PolarDB achieves its largest speedups over MySQL (Po-

larStore) and MySQL (Local) in the write-only case for both the

CPU-bound and the I/O bound workloads. The largest speedup is

achieved for the write-only workload in the I/O-bound scenario,

which contains the highest level of remote I/Os, where PolarDB

is 12.73 times faster than its unoptimized baseline, MySQL (Po-

larStore). The TPC-C test, shown in Figure 10 (c), shows similar

results, where PolarDB is around 5 times and 8.1 times faster than

the baseline MySQL (PolarStore) in the case with 100, and 1,000

warehouses, respectively.

2) Replica lag We run the write-only workload on the RW node

with varying number of connections. We measure the elapsed time

starting from the time changes on a record are committed by a

transaction in the RW node till the time a RO sees its corresponding

version. Table 3 presents the results, where PolarDB is orders of

magnitude faster than the MySQL baseline.

4.7.3 Breakdown Analysis of Performance Gains. Here we break

the total performance improvements by individual optimizations

that we have implemented. As shown in Figure 11, the baseline,

MySQL (PolarStore), has no optimizations, while the last version

"+I/O Queue, Scheduler and Alignment" has all optimizations and

equals to PolarDB.

"+WAL Persisting Acceleration" has the most profound impact

on transaction processing in all these workloads. In the CPU-bound

workloads, it has achieved the highest performance improvement

(69%). For the other two write-intensive workloads, it contributes

about 48% to the total improvement. The benefits of "+Fast Re-

covery" are not obvious in the write-only and read-write mixed

scenario. It has contributed to the reduction of recovery time and

replica lag as in Table 3. "+Prefetching" contributes mostly to the

CPU-bounded read-only workloads. "Fine-grained Locking" con-

tributes a lot to these workloads (about 25-35%), especially for high

contention workloads. Comparing the two methods, the index opti-

mization is about one timemore effective than the shadow page. The
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Figure 13: Evaluation for PolarDB when attaching to diverse-type storages.

"+I/O Queue, Scheduler and Alignment" optimization contributes

mostly to the performance stability, rather than a high percentage

of performance improvement. But it still contributes about 8% on

average.

We further analyzed the breakdown of the most effective opti-

mizations on WAL persisting acceleration, including the global log

buffer partitioning, paralleled log writer, and also the aligned log

I/O, as shown in Figure 12. We put the first two optimizations as

a whole in the analysis since both of them partition the log space

and parallelize the logging process. "Partitioning Global Log Buffer

and Parallel Log Writer" contribute about 64% to the owned im-

provement of log write while "Aligned Log I/O" contributes the rest

36%.

4.7.4 Various Cloud Storage Types. In this part, we evaluateMySQL

and PolarDB on three different types of cloud storage: Storage

X, ESSD and PolareStore. As a comparison, we also include the

performance achieved on local SSDs.

Storage X. Storage X adopts a traditional TCP/IP network for

the netwrok traffics, which has higher I/O latency than RDMA

based networks in PolareStore. As shown in Figure 13, PolarDB

on Storage X shows the worst performance among all compared

storages, although it is still faster thanMySQL, especially for the I/O-

bound and write-intensive scenarios. In the TPC-C test, PolarDB

achieves the highest tpmC (with 55% and 116% improvement) on

both settings.

Alibaba ESSD. ESSD is another cloud storage of Alibaba with

RDMA network, which can be accessed on [2]. The comparison

results for PolarDB and MySQL on the ESSD are also presented

in Figure 13. PolarDB, without special customizations, still out-

performs MySQL significantly. For the write-only scenario in the

I/O-bound SysBench workload, the speedup is as high as 5.8×.

5 CASE STUDY: ROCKSDB

In this section, we report how we apply CloudJump on RocksDB

with evaluations. Figure 14 shows the optimization overview in-

cluding optimizations on WALs, data accesses and I/Os. Among

these optimizations, we implement the parallel log writer, the I/O

scheduler, and tunes I/Os to the cloud storage, with the rest already

implemented by the RocksDB community.

Parallel 
Log Writer

WAL

Compaction Flush

Cloud Storage Data

Align & Label & Schedule I/Os

S2S1 S3 S4

Multiple I/O 
Queues

· ·

Log

Figure 14: Optimization overview of RocksDB.

5.1 Accelerating Persisting WAL

RocksDB also uses WAL to guarantee process crash consistency,

in which a single WAL, written to a single log file in the storage,

captures write logs for all column families (separate key spaces

in RocksDB). We apply the parallel log writer as in InnoDB to

accelerate the processing of WALs.

In RocksDB, an auto-incremented sequence number is assigned

to each write of key-value pairs. As there is no update-in-place

pages in the LSM-tree, we choose to directly partition the log write-

batch in the log writer by sequence numbers, which is similar to the

proposal in section 4.1.2. The preallocated WAL file is divided into

N segments (e.g., 4 partitions for a 64MB file), and a log writebatch

is scattered and delivered into these partitions by N parallel task,

as shown in Figure 6.

5.2 Accelerating Data Access

Long remote data access and read amplifications in the LSM-tree

reduces the read performance for RocksDB on the cloud storage.

Prefetching, filtering and compression mechanisms are the state-

of-the-art techniques in RocksDB to accelerate data access. There

are native implementations of data prefetching, filtering, and com-

pression in RocksDB [13].

Prefetching can contribute to the accelerations of both lookups

and compactions. We recommend deterministic prefetching for

compaction. And the read-ahead size is suggested to be the storage

granularity size (e.g., 4 MB in our case). If the parallel tasks are not

heavy, we consider using block read-ahead. Although bloom filters
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Table 4: Data compression and access latency.

Uncompressed LZ4 ZSTD

Data size1 512 KB 336 KB 256 KB
Compression time 0 546 us 727 us

Flush time 1893 us 1259 us 954 us
Total (write) 1893 us 1805 us 1681 us

Deompression time 0 108 us 126 us
Read Time 1125 us 786 us 561 us
Total (read) 1125 us 894us 687 us

1 Data request blocks are 16 KB aligned

take significant main memory spaces, applying it to save remote

I/Os increases its potential benefits on the performance. We leave

the detailed analysis of such trade-offs as future work following

this case study.

Compressions save both the storage cost and the network I/O.

Table 4 shows a case concerning the relationship between compres-

sion and data access latency, tested on our platform (section 5.5.1)

with single compression/decompression/flush/read thread. Despite

that compressions add overheads in the write path, the total write

time is reduced by 33% and 50% using LZ4 and ZSTD, respectively.

And, the total read time is reduced by 21% and 49%, respectively.

In a conventional TCP network, savings of the network overhead

may contribute more to latency reductions.

5.3 Multiple I/O Queues and Scheduler

We introduce a similar multi-queue I/O model with that in Section

4.5, to split I/O tasks and work tasks (e.g., compaction jobs and

flush jobs) in RocksDB. Since we split I/O tasks from background

flush jobs, there is no need to further increase the number of flush

threads, which only align I/O requests and dispatch them. We tune

the size of I/O request and data organization (e.g., block and SST)

according to the cloud storage, and more precise control is done to

make the block size of a filter of an SST file also aligned properly.

Taking our case as an example, the storage has a minimum request

size of 4 KB (representing the smallest processing unit), a desirable

request size of multiple of 16 KB, and a storage granularity size of

4 MB. The SST size and block size are strictly assigned to multiple

the storage granularity and the desirable request size respectively.

Generally, compared to RocksDB, our proposal can enable data

to align with the compression enabled. We do not deliver an I/O

request smaller than the minimum request size to the multi-queue

I/O model. Instead, we align the small I/O and cache the misaligned

suffix in memory for later use. Besides, we do not issue an I/O

request larger than the storage granularity. Instead, we issue parallel

tasks via the multi-queue I/O model. These not only scatter data

on different storage nodes as much as possible but also maximize

parallelism to make the most of the bandwidth.

Based on the I/O model, we also propose I/O scheduling consis-

tent with that in Section 4.5.2. RocksDB also provides a scheduling

scheme in the foreground, based on thread roles, while our sched-

uling method is based on the I/O labels.

5.4 I/O Alignment

We align I/O requests before enqueueing them, and this is similar

to Section 4.6. In RocksDB, the WAL path has an I/O mode similar

to PolarDB. Besides, there can be large and unaligned I/O requests

due to LSM-tree structure and data compression. Following the

premise in Section 5.3, we give the RocksDB example here. When a

job wants to flush 2 KB log data starting at 1 KB, it fills 0-1 KB from

the previously cached data and appends 3-4 KB with zeros, and then

sends a 4 KB I/O from 0 KB. On our cloud storage (with a minimum

request size of 4 KB), this has the same write amplification factor

as sending a 2 KB I/O from 1 KB, however, the aligned I/O causes

no read-on-write problem. When a job wants to flush 8 MB data,

it delivers two I/O requests of 4 MB into two I/O queues, rather

than an 8 MB request to one queue. The I/Os workers execute tasks

in parallel, maintain the request context, and signal the requester

when the two tasks are complete.

5.5 Experiments and Evaluation

5.5.1 Experiment Setup. We build a RocksDB instance on top of

the ESSD with parameters shown in Table 1, and the computa-

tion node runs on an Alibaba Cloud ECS instance with type of

ecs.hfg6.4xlarge (16C64G). We adopt the RocksDB v6.27.0 as the

codebase, and optimize it with the proposals in section 5.1, 5.3 and

5.4. We use the Performance Benchmarks (based on db_bench) [15]

as the benchmark toolkit to test performance of the database.

5.5.2 Evaluating Performance. To focus on the impact of remote

I/Os, CACHE_SIZE is set to only 16 GB, and direct I/O is enabled for

all tests. A maximum write buffer (writable_file_ max_buffer_size)

is set to 4 MB, and db_bench thread number is 256 except bulkload

test. Default values of other parameters in Performance Benchmarks

are used except for specified instructions. We build databases with

different key-value sizes in the evaluation: 1) database 1 has 1e9

entries with the value size of 400 B; 2) database 2 has 1e7 entries

with the value size of 40 KB. Both databases have the key size of 20

B, and the compressed database size is about 200 GB with ZSTD. 4

workloads defined in Benchmarks are used 1) "Bulkload": bulk load

of random key entries without WAL; 2) "Readrandom": random read

test; 3) "Overwrite": random overwrite test; 4) "Readwhilewriting":

multi-threaded read and single-threaded write test.

We introduce two optimizations in the prototype: scheduled

and aligned multi-queue I/O mode (section 5.3 & 5.4), and paral-

lel log writer (section 5.1). The throughput is adopted to make a

head-to-head comparison, and Figure 15 depicts the results of the

4 workloads. "Bulkload" disables WAL to load faster and requires

client to discover where to restart a load after a crash. The I/O mode

optimization improves about 43% and 22% in two databases. The

large value size gives a high bandwidth in the baseline (about 900

MB/s), and makes the optimized prototype reach the maximum stor-

age bandwidth, resulting in a smaller percentage of performance

improvement for database 2. In "Readrandom" test, the I/O mode

optimization improves about 32% and 61%, since the scattered I/O

can further accelerate large remote access. The parallel log writer

has no influence in the two cases since the related path is bypassed.

We enable WAL in "Overwrite" and "Readwhilewriting" tests. The

optimized prototype improves two workloads about 42% and 44%

in databases 1, and 105% and 74% in databases 2, respectively. For
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Figure 15: RocksDB Performance.

database 1, almost all improvements come from the I/O mode op-

timization. It is after that we persist WAL for each operation and

small log I/O can not be partitioned. However, from test results of

database 2 with large entries, the parallel log writer shows it gains,

especially in the "Overwrite" test. The I/O mode optimization con-

tributes about 32% and 71% to the total improvement, respectively

for the two workloads, while the WAL optimization contributes the

rest (68% and 39% ).

6 LESSONS LEARNED ON USER WORKLOADS

There are three major types of user data and workloads that have

been pushing us to optimize PolarDB and finally come up with

CloudJump: (1) very large tables, a single table can be as large as

almost 20 TB in the storage; (2) large attributes, a single attribute

storing a flattened semi-structured or JSON object may be as large

as 100 KB; and (3) tens of thousands of tables that are concurrently

accessed by various departments in the same company.

Because cloud storage offers a unified view of a very large storage

capacity (e.g., 100TB), users are free from the troubles of sharding

their large tables into multiple database instances. We have ob-

served single tables to be as large as 10 to 20 TBs. With pages

placed across multiple nodes in the storage and I/Os scattered by

our optimizations, queries on such large tables are now able to ben-

efit from concurrent accesses and the high aggregated bandwidth

of the cloud storage.

Large attributes are common in many industries, e.g., online gam-

ing, where the application developers store their semi-structured

data as a whole in a single attribute for easy adaptations to changes

in their application logic. In PolarDB, we store the primary key

separately from such large attributes, preventing queries dependent

mostly on the primary key alone from being slowed down by these

large I/Os. And, prefetching helps to accelerate the fetch of such

large attributes when queried.

Many SaaS companies share a single PolarDB cluster among

multiple departments and scale the number of RO nodes out. We

have observed that there can be as many as tens of thousands

of tables with non-trivial sizes, on which these departments run

independent workloads in parallel. In PolarDB, these workloads

are balanced among multiple database and storage nodes, resulting

in an isolated performance experience for each department user.

7 RELATED WORK

Databases on decoupled computation and storage. By mov-

ing certain functions like the log applicator to the storage layer,

Aurora [34, 35] reduces data traffic by moving functions to the

storage layer. Socrates [5] follows the same principle and further

extracts the log layer from the storage, which separates availability

and durability, allowing optimal utilization of different machines.

Taurus [12] also separates the compute and storage layers in a

similar manner but uses asymmetric replication based on separate

persistence mechanisms for database logs and pages. This design is

indeed elegant, however, it takes obligatory engineering effort to

customize the storage layer to the specific engine, and there is less

research on how to leverage general storage service.

RDMA-based distributedfile systems. PolarFS [8] uses RDMA

to build a reliable block device for the benefits. Octopus [25] is an

RDMA-enabled distributed persistent memory file system, closely

coupling NVM and RDMA features. Orion [38] is also a distributed

file system on RDMA, improving high-performance metadata and

data access by a clean slate design. The Ceph community also

develops Ceph over Accelio to support RDMA [1, 11]. Generally,

high-performance distributed file systems are deployed on block

devices exposed, using RDMA to accelerate the data path with

dedicated optimizations [17, 26, 32, 39].

Scalable logging and recovery. The WAL protocol codified in

ARIES [27, 28] makes databases recover safely from failure. Many

database products usually use traditional centralized logs [7, 29].

Recently, many scalable logging mechanisms have been proposed

based on byte-addressable NVM technologies with low access la-

tency [19, 20, 36]. Some scholars innovated logging algorithms

to reduce consumption, making them better adapt to NVM-based

systems [6, 10, 16, 33] or in-memory systems [24, 30, 37].

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we analysed the performance characteristics of the

cloud storage, summarized their impacts on the design of databases

and derived a framework CloudJump to guide the optimizations of

storage engines on the cloud storage. CloudJump addresses a wide

range of design issues in the processing of both database logs and

pages. We have used InnoDB as the demonstration vehicle of Cloud-

Jump and extended such efforts to RocksDB. Evaluations with the

TPC-C benchmark show that CloudJump improves the performance

by around 5-8 times, compared with directly porting an on-premise

database on a cloud storage. We believe CloudJump sheds lights on

how developers should optimize their storage engiens towards the

cloud storage for many types of databases that use either update-in-

place (B-tree) or append-only (LSM-tree) methods for their internal

data structures.
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